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Scouts for Equality’s Outreach to
The Freethought Society
by Justin Wilson
I am writing this article in the hopes that The Freethought Society (FS) and Scouts for
Equality (SFE) will join forces to end discrimination against the nontheist community. The
Boy Scouts of American (BSA) maintains a discriminatory membership policy that
continues to do great harm and robs countless children of the positive experiences they
could have were they allowed to participate in BSA programs. By visiting the FS website
and speaking to FS president Margaret Downey, I learned that many efforts have been
tried to convince BSA to accept nontheist members. FS efforts date back to 1993, yet BSA
continues to hold a national blanket ban on nontheist members.
For the last seven years, SFE has led campaigns that are organized to eliminate
discrimination within BSA. This has been no small challenge, but through those efforts we
have seen the beginnings of some important changes in BSA policies. Most notably, BSA
lifted its national ban on LGBTQ+ members. Recently, BSA has now opened more of their
“traditional Scouting” programs to girls, who will now have an opportunity to earn Eagle
Scout. SFE has been successful only because we have been fortunate enough to stand on
the shoulders of the tireless advocates who came before us. Much like the FS antidiscrimination efforts, LGBTQ+ and female activists paved the way and pioneered the
rough terrain of social acceptance.
Following a decade of rapid progress for LGBTQ+ rights in the United States, the
BSA’s ban re-entered the national spotlight in April 2012 when Jennifer Tyrrell, a lesbian
Den Leader from Ohio, was ousted from her son’s Cub Scout Pack. Tyrrell launched a
Change.org petition, which was delivered by Zach Wahls to senior BSA leadership at their
national annual meeting in late May 2012. Days later, Wahls and Jonathan Hillis founded
SFE. Just weeks after the launch of SFE, BSA doubled down on their policy in a highprofile reaffirmation of their ban.
From June 2012 to May 2013, SFE worked relentlessly to increase public awareness of
the Boy Scouts of America’s discriminatory membership standard and urged BSA leaders
to end the ban. On May 23, 2013 — just ten months after the reaffirmation — BSA
leadership voted to end its ban on gay youth, with 61.3% voting in favor of ending the ban!
Over the next year, SFE launched a multifaceted strategy aiming to continue
pressuring the BSA to end their remaining ban on gay adults. We collaborated with the law
firm of Boies, Schiller & Flexner to bring legal pressure against BSA in multiple
jurisdictions. SFE chapters launched local campaigns aimed at suspending corporate and
United Way contributions, and we continued to educate the public about the remaining ban
on gay adults. On July 27, 2015, BSA’s Executive Board voted to end the ban on gay
adults with 79% voting in favor. Three years, one month, and twenty-one days after the
founding of SFE, our primary objective had been achieved. The work, however, continued.
SFE immediately began working on doing its part to build up and support the growth
of inclusive Scouting. We turned our sights towards reconnecting chartering partners who
had stepped away from the BSA, introducing new chartering partners to the BSA, and
growing our network of inclusive units and local chapters. These efforts led to renewed
dialogues and some partnerships between BSA and the United Church of Christ, the
Unitarian Universalist Association, and the Union for Reform Judaism.
During these years we also worked as advocates for individuals leading additional
campaigns to reduce discrimination in the BSA. One of them was Joe Maldonado, an

eight-year-old transgender boy whose family led
efforts which resulted in an end to BSA’s policies
discriminating against transgender boys.
Another effort supported by SFE was that of
Sydney Ireland, a sixteen-year-old girl who was the
most outspoken advocate for girls in BSA programs.
Her efforts led to BSA’s October 2017 announcement
that they would soon begin accepting girls in all their
programs.
Throughout all of this, one consistent theme has remained
constant — SFE seeks an end to BSA’s discriminatory
policies, not an end to the BSA. The vision of SFE is of an
inclusive, vibrant, and strong BSA in which members, leaders,
parents, volunteers, and supporters treat each other with
mutual respect and embrace the inherent worth and dignity of
all people. Much work remains in regards to changing the
culture of the organization, but in terms of policies a single
challenge remains.
Since its founding in 1910, BSA has maintained a ban on
atheists and agnostics. This applies to youths and adults,
volunteers and employees, at all levels of their program.
There are two major hurdles to changing this policy:
1. Many are not aware the nontheist discrimination policy
exists.
2. Many think the inclusion of atheists would mean the end of
any religious/spiritual aspect of the program.
Let’s address these hurdles one at a time and determine
what can be done about them.
The first step would be for SFE and FS to educate the
public. Not everyone knows about the BSA religious requirement policy. BSA’s membership and volunteer application
(which requires a signature) demands that every applicant
agrees to abide by their Declaration of Religious Principles
and confirm that they also believe that “no member can ever
be the best kind of citizen without a belief in God.”
For a very long time, BSA members did not realize that
the program banned the LGBQ+ community. Once people
within the program started talking more openly about this,
things started changing. The same can happen with the ban on
atheists and agnostics.
I also want to be clear that SFE is not advocating for
removing the religious/spiritual aspects of the BSA program
entirely. We are asking for BSA to simply stop discriminating
against atheists and agnostics.
In my troop, we have members who are Hindu, Christian,
Muslim, Buddhist, Sikh, atheist, and agnostic. The religious/
spiritual environment of my troop is as vibrant and pluralistic
as its members, and there’s nothing wrong with that. There are
many troops that enjoy the camaraderie of a troop that is
predominantly one religion and value the scriptural and
spiritual resources they share together. There’s nothing wrong
with that either. There is more than enough room in Scouting
for troops that include all different religious and nonreligious
backgrounds. SFE contends that there should be a wide
variety of interpretations of the “Reverence.”
During my telephone conversation with Downey, she
revealed to me that in 1993 she requested that her son declare
a “Duty to Good.” She proposed that her son replace the word
“God” with the word “Good” while reciting the oath. This
was a way to not be disruptive during any recitations. “This
substitute word of Good,” she said, “would have allowed her

son to stay true to the family’s principles of honesty
and brotherhood.” She also proved to BSA at the
time of her discrimination complaint against them
that, throughout the family’s seven-year affiliation
with BSA, they held a reverence to nature, science,
animals and humanity. Her son’s Scouting Handbook
reflected these principles, yet BSA rejected her son
at age 12 and declared itself as a “private” organization. The designation allowed BSA the ability to have
exclusionary membership rules. Downey and FS have been
fighting for acceptance of nontheists within the ranks of BSA,
ever since.
If you are an atheist, agnostic, secular Jew or secular
humanist who is active in Scouting, SFE and FS would like to
hear from you. If you work or volunteer for BSA either fulltime or even seasonally at a BSA summer camp, we need to
hear from you as well. Below is contact information for both
SFE and FS. Help us create a positive change for BSA by
standing with us against discrimination. Help us end negative
stereotyping of the nontheist community by contacting us and
sharing your story. Contact SFE at:
info@scoutsforequality.org or info@FtSociety.org

Pictured above is Justin Wilson. He is the Executive
Director of Scouts for Equality, an organization dedicated
to ending discrimination within the BSA. He is an Iowa
native and Notre Dame alumnus who now lives in Denver,
Colorado. He’s a military veteran, having served six years
in the U.S. Marine Corps Reserve, deploying to Iraq
once. He has been active in BSA nearly his entire life,
earning Eagle Scout in 2002 and working as a District
Executive from 2007 through 2010 prior to transitioning
to volunteer-based roles within Scouting. He currently
serves as the Scoutmaster of Troop 1532, an all-refugee
boys troop in Aurora, Colorado.

Making Our Voices Heard

Very Long-Distance Support

by Marjorie Goldman

by Christina Jones

It was very uplifting to participate in the 2019 Women’s
March, in Washington, D.C. with my son and daughter-inlaw. We all still had our pink knitted hats from the first
Women’s March in January of 2017, so we wore them once
again. The 2017 Women’s March was one of the most
thrilling and transcendent experiences of our lives. The 2019
version was not nearly so large as that first glorious march,
but it was still good to be out with people who shared our
beliefs in fair, transparent government and equality for all. I
was glad to represent humanism with a sign I found along the
way. Some of my favorite signs I saw at the March were:

I scheduled my trip to Antartica a full year in advance, so
imagine my disappointment when I discovered that my travel
plans would not allow me to attend the third Women’s March
scheduled for January 19, 2019.
Missing the event did not deter me from packing my pink
pussy hat. On January 19, 2019 I wore it as I looked out on
the Antartica landscape from the deck of the ship. I snapped a
photo at the southernmost latitude that we would reach during
the excursion (65°12’22” S) and I thought perhaps that is the
farthest south a pussy hat-wearing subversive has ever been.

Please Note the Lack of Nazis on This March!
Grab Them By the Mind!
Straight White (Smart) Men Hate Him Too!
My daughter can run for president in 2036 and you’d better
watch out because she's already pissed!
I shared concerns with those who were questioning the
leadership of the March, which included the refusal of one
organizer to denounce Louis Farrakhan, but I decided to
participate anyway.
It is my opinion that the movement is large and contains
many different viewpoints; furthermore, you can almost never
fix a problem by disengaging from it. I choose to continue my
involvement in the hopes that more rational heads will
prevail.
For me, the greater fear is about what our “leaders” are
doing to this country, and I am very distressed by how many
people still support the current administration. Participating in
the March offered some temporary relief from the despair.
To paraphrase American novelist and essayist Jonathan
Franzen, one shouldn’t underestimate the value of sharing a
march with loads of people “with whom you violently agree.”

Pictured above during at the 2019 Women’s March are
(left to right), Ben Goldman, Liz Goldman and Marjorie
Goldman.

While I was far away from the millions who had gathered
in various cities across the United States to advocate for
women’s equality, respect, and freedom of choice, my
sympathy to the cause was as sincere as if I were there —
carrying a sign and shouting chants I recalled from the two
Women’s March events I was able to attend.
Shortly after we passed a large gathering of penguins
converging on an ice sheet, I unexpectedly spotted a lone
penguin. It was a poignant reminder of my distant location
and of all the freedom-seeking men and woman who were
commiserating over the issues that confront us. I was adrift in
my own space, silently thanking those people who took the
time and energy to exercise their freedom of expression, to
assemble peacefully, and to represent my interests so well.

The Bones of Thomas Paine
by Kenneth E. Nahigian
Thomas Paine, first patriot and American hero, died halfforgotten. On June 8, 1809, crippled by stroke, nearly
friendless, he died. Six mourners attended his funeral
(Thomas Addis Emmett, two unnamed African American
men, Margaret de Bonneville, and her two young sons,
Benjamin de Bonneville and Thomas de Bonneville). An
obituary pronounced that “He had lived long, did some good
and much harm.”
Eighty-three years later, Robert Green Ingersoll wrote
the following about Thomas Paine in an article published by
the North American Review in 1892:

Radicals can be useful during crises, tiresome after. Most
early American citizens were unchurched but kept a kind of
ambient, low-key, folk religiosity. Paine embarrassed them.
And so by shades he lost their love.
It’s not a new story. The stranger part is what happened
to Paine later — after he died.
One of Paine’s critics was William Cobbett. He was an
English loyalist, a supporter of King George. By 1810,
Cobbett had crossed the chasm to become a radical himself.
He now revered Paine.
That Paine had died in poverty and obscurity, denied a
pension or even a requested plot in a New York Quaker
“Thomas Paine had passed the legendary limit of
cemetery, shamed him. Paine was buried on his farm, without
life. One by one most of his old friends and
the simple stone wall around his grave he had wanted. So
acquaintances had deserted him. Maligned on every
Cobbett made a bold move. In 1819, without permission, he
side, execrated, shunned and abhorred — his virtues
dug up the body, and took it to London. He was planning a
denounced as vices — his services forgotten — his
memorial to inspire democracy in England.
character blackened, he preserved the poise and
Years passed; the memorial never happened. Cobbett
balance of his soul. He was a victim of the people,
died. Paine’s dry corpse, stuffed in a wooden box, fell to
but his convictions remained unshaken. He was still
Cobbett’s family. This was in 1835. What exactly became of
a soldier in the army of freedom, and still tried to
it then is still much a mystery. But, over years, clues have
enlighten and civilize those who were impatiently
fallen into place.
waiting for his death. Even those who loved their
James Paul Cobbett, William’s son, knew the historic
enemies hated him, their friend — the friend of the
value of the remains. He inscribed his name on the skull and
whole world — with all their hearts. On the 8th of
some of the larger bones for identification. In January 1836,
June 1809, death came — Death, almost his only
the family auctioned Cobbett’s effects at his Sussex farm.
friend. At his funeral no pomp, no pageantry, no
They did not auction the box of remains, though Cobbett’s
civic procession, no military display. In a carriage,
publisher requested this. Apparently the estate’s trustee then
a woman and her son who had lived on the bounty
took possession of the box for nine years. At the end of the
of the dead — on horseback, a Quaker, the humanity
receivership, he turned it over to Benjamin Tilly, Cobbett’s
of whose heart dominated the creed of his head —
secretary, who also admired Paine ardently.
and, following on foot, two negroes filled with
Here a gap occurs. In 1849, a writer claimed to see the
gratitude — constituted the funeral cortege of
nomadic bones “in a box in the house of John Chennell, a
Thomas Paine.”
corn merchant in Guildford.” Someone, it was said, had
bought it in a public sale, and passed it to the merchant. But
And yet the Revolutionaries loved Paine. He was their
the story has discrepancies. Supposedly, Chennell later kept
first radical, their propagandist, and their prophet. He
the remains in a porcelain jar, labeled “The
inspired the petty colonial rebellion into a war
Great Paine’s Bones.” It contained “only a very
for a new republic, and wrote their dreams into
few bones.”
birth. What happened?
In 1853 or 1854, Reverend Robert Ainsile
Paine’s error, if you may call it that — his
in
London claimed to have Paine’s skull and
fall from grace — was to remain radical. As his
right
hand. Much later the Reverend’s daughter
proposed ideas moved to the center he
reported
seeing these relics in the household,
continued to seek the edge. A story tells of a
but
they
were
lost amid various movings. “I can
dinner party and how Benjamin Franklin
find
no
trace
of
them,” she wrote.
quipped, “Where liberty is, there is my
Tilly
died
in
1860. He was living with a
country,” and Paine cried out, “Where liberty is
family
named
Ginn
(first names unknown) at
not, there is my country!”
the
time.
Amid
Tilly’s
effects they found the
After the Revolutionary War, Paine went on
bones,
minus
skull
and
right
hand, with a wax
to press his causes in Britain and France. He
death
mask
and
other
small
bits of bones.
defended the French Revolution, then nearly
Cobbett
had
made
a
face
cast
to
prove that he
lost his head in France for resisting the
was
really
in
possession
of
Paine’s
body.
leadership of Robespierre and the Reign of
The
Ginn
daughter
mentioned
this to the
Terror.
Pictured
above
is
the
family’s
minister,
who
was
immediately
In America he published The Age of Reason
to try to take down the churches and the clerics. Thomas Paine wax death interested. The Ginn mother later claimed she
All of these radical thoughts and actions were mask commissioned by had sold the bones to a rag-and-bone man for a
William Cobbett.
paltry sum, not knowing they were human. She
simply too much.

may have sold them more profitably, in fact, but nobody
actually knows for sure. Remaining were a brain stem
fragment and lock of hair, which Tilly had secretly abstracted
in 1833; the death mask; and some papers. The minister
purchased the brain piece and papers, and resold them later.
The trail then fades again.
In 1890, Moncure Daniel Conway located Paine’s brain
stem. Conway was an author who spent the 1880s and 90s
researching and publishing a four-volume Writings of Thomas
Paine and a two-volume Life of Thomas Paine. To complete
the project, Conway spent time in England and France.
During that time, he bought and sent back Paine artifacts,
including the brain stem. Conway donated the artifacts at
some point before 1900 to the Thomas Paine National
Historic Association (TPNHA) The Association decided to
inter the brain piece under a Paine monument in 1905 when
the monument was given to the city of New Rochelle, New
York. Conway became president the next year of TPNHA,
but he died shortly thereafter.
In May 1914, William van der Weyde, the President of
TPNHA located a lock of hair and Paine’s death mask. Those
items were displayed at the Thomas Paine Memorial Museum
for many years.
But what of the rest? Part of Paine’s body may still be in
England, likely as buttons made from his bones. A man in
France claimed to own one of his ribs. At one time an English
Bishop was said to have Paine’s right hand and skull on his
mantelpiece. A man in Australia, who claims descent, says he
Below are some of the lyrics to the song Tom Paine’s
Bones by Dick Gaughan, a Scottish musician, folk singer
and songwriter. Gaughan admired Thomas Paine’s work
and life legacy. The full song can be heard at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iJG54_GzJdc
As I dreamed out one evening
By a river of discontent
I bumped straight into old Tom Paine
As running down the road he went
He said, “I can’t stop right now, child,
King George is after me
He’d have a rope around my throat
And hang me on the Liberty Tree"
And I will dance to Tom Paine’s bones
Dance to Tom Paine’s bones
Dance in the oldest boots I own
To the rhythm of Tom Paine’s bones
I will dance to Tom Paine’s bones
Dance to Tom Paine’s bones
Dance in the oldest boots I own
To the rhythm of Tom Paine’s bones
I only talked about freedom
And justice for everyone
But since the very first word I spoke
I’ve been looking down the barrel of a gun
They say I preached revolution
Let me say in my defense
That all I did wherever I went
Was to talk a lot of common sense

now has the skull. An English woman said she had his
jawbone. Rumors and myths abound, mostly untraceable.
The full story is much more complex, of course; the
historic whirlpool around those peripatetic bones has drawn
in many researchers, touched many remarkable lives, and
inspired books and a folk song. The Citizen Paine Restoration
Initiative is still trying to track down bits and pieces.
“It’s poetic,” said Gary Berton, Coordinator of the
Institute for Thomas Paine Studies at Iona College and
Secretary of the TPNHA, “the fact that his body is scattered
to the four corners of the Earth. This is the man who said
‘The world is my country.’”
So it is for old Thomas Paine: his bones and dry sinews
now blown and dusted through the world, lost as plankton,
lost as thistledown, while his ideas have tinctured our
thought, and yet stand like mountains.
Ken Nahigian is the treasurer
and the deputy webmaster for
Atheists & Other
Freethinkers, (a 501(c)3
humanist organization). He
lives happily in Sacramento,
California. Nahigian is a
Bright, freethinker, and
“apatheist,” hoping that
everyone can just “get along.”

Recommended Reading for
Thomas Paine Enthusiasts
The Trouble with Tom:
The Strange Afterlife and Times of Thomas Paine
by Paul Collins
Thomas Paine: Apostle of Freedom
by Jack Fruchtman, Jr
Thomas Paine’s “Rights of Man:”
A Biography
by Christopher Hitchens
Thomas Paine and the French Revolution
by Carine Lounissi
Thomas Paine and the Dangerous Word
by Sarah Jane Marsh
Thomas Paine: Crusader for Liberty:
How One Man’s Ideas Helped Form a New Nation
by Albert Marrin
Thomas Paine: His Life, Work, and Times
by Audrey Williamson
These books are available at your favorite bookstore or
online. Please shop at: smile.amazon.com
Using this link to order automatically increases the
Freethought Society’s (FS) AmazonSmile donations when FS
is designated as the recipient.

The Freethought Society and Haverford Freethinkers
Celebrate Women’s History Month
The Haverford Freethinkers and The Freethought Society
(FS) will host a voter information and registration table
at Haverford College (370 Lancaster Avenue, Haverford,
Pennsylvania 19041) on Wednesday, March 27, 2019,
from 10:00 AM to 5:00 PM. The table will be located in
the Dining Center Foyer and will be staffed by Marjorie
Goldman, portraying Susan B. Anthony, and Margaret
Downey, portraying Alice Paul.
The 19th Century Women’s Suffrage theme is intended to
educate students about the difficulties endured by women as
they struggled towards obtaining the right to vote. To honor
the legacy of these early feminists and voting rights heroes,
free literature and one-on-one conversations will stress the
importance of registering to vote.
“I will be pleased to talk to students in the Susan B.
Anthony character to dramatically emphasize how important
it is to remember and honor the difficulties related to the 72year struggle women endured to get the right to vote,”
Goldman said.
Downey stated that, “Susan B. Anthony was an early
voting rights advocate, but nationally women were not given
their rights until 1920. It was Alice Paul who used dramatic
tactics that finally ushered in legislation giving women their
rights. She is my hero and I’m happy to have an opportunity
to portray her as I speak to interested students.”
Students will be offered voter registration information,
photo opportunities, free literature, and complimentary
snacks. To help sponsor this event and others like it, FS is
accepting earmarked donations at the following link:

Table expenses include allowances for complimentary
literature, food, and serving napkins. Old-fashioned cookies
are very popular with the students and faculty members who
stop by the table.
The Women’s Suffrage theme voter registration and
information tabling project is scheduled to coincide with
Women’s History Month, celebrated nationwide every March.
Goldman and Downey will also set up a voter registration
and information table at West Chester University on
Thursday, March 21, 2019 inside the Sykes Student Center
located at 110 West Rosedale Avenue, West Chester,
Pennsylvania 19382.
Below is a sample of the poster that was circulated to
advertise the event. The location, date and time were adjusted
for each campus. Please stop by if you live or work in the
area of these two locations. The public is welcome on both
campuses.

March is Women’s History Month!
Meet Suffrage Heroes Alice Paul and Susan B.Anthony

https://www.ftsociety.org/donate/
Margaret Downey (pictured below left) is the founder and
president of FS. She has portrayed various Suffragist heroes
since 1993. Her efforts include participating in theater
productions, special events, parades, walking tours, and class
instruction.

Wednesday, March 27, 2019
10:00 AM - 5:00 PM
Dining Center Foyer
Stop by for a free snack, complimentary literature, and photo
opportunities when The Haverford Freethinkers and The Freethought
Society host a voter information and registration table with Marjorie
Goldman as Susan B. Anthony, and Margaret Downey as Alice Paul.
Learn about difficulties women faced as they fought for the right to
vote for 72 years!

Marjorie Goldman (pictured left) has been a longtime
advocate of history education. Since 1993, Goldman has
appeared as Susan B. Anthony in numerous venues
including the National Archives, U.S. Mint, Library of
Congress, Freedoms Foundation of Valley Forge, League
of Women Voters, Peddler’s Village (Cock & Bull
Restaurant), and the Rocky Mount Museum of
Tennessee. Goldman is a professional actor and director.
Visit her website to learn more about her work at:
MWGoldman.com

The Freethought Society’s
2019 Two-Month Activities Calendar
April 11

May 4

The Freethought Society is
pleased to host University of
Pennsylvania Professor Marci
Hamilton as the Thursday, April
11, 2019 speaker. Her speech,
“The War Against Child Sex
Abuse: Where We Are and What
We Must Do,” takes place 7:00
PM at the Ludington Library
located at 5 South Bryn Mawr
Avenue, Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania.
Hamilton is the nation’s foremost expert on clergy sex
abuse against children and child sex abuse statutes of
limitation. She has been invited to testify and advise
legislators in every state in the country where significant
statutes of limitation reform have occurred. Her presentation
will recount her battles in Pennsylvania and elsewhere with
powerful forces against child safety, and she will lay out the
battle plan for the future, presenting the five necessary legal
reforms to prevent child sex abuse: statute of limitations
reform, preservation of children’s rape kits, family court
reform, public training on child sex abuse, and the
invalidation of nondisclosure agreements.
Hamilton is the Robert A. Fox Leadership Program
Professor of Practice at the University of Pennsylvania. She
is also a Fox Family Pavilion Resident Senior Fellow in
the Program for Research on Religion at the University of
Pennsylvania. Hamilton is also the Founder, CEO, and
Academic Director of CHILD USA, which is an academic
think tank at the University of Pennsylvania dedicated to
interdisciplinary, legal and evidence-based research to
improve laws and public policy to end child abuse and
neglect. Before moving to the University of Pennsylvania,
Professor Hamilton held the Paul R. Verkuil Chair in Public
Law at Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law, Yeshiva
University.
Hamilton is the author of Justice Denied: What America
Must Do to Protect Its Children (Cambridge University
Press). She is also the author of God vs. the Gavel: Religion
and the Rule of Law and God vs. the Gavel: The Perils of
Extreme Religious Liberty, which was nominated for a
Pulitzer Prize. Additionally, she is the co-author of Children
and the Law. Hamilton clerked for United States Supreme
Court Justice Sandra Day O’Connor and Judge Edward R.
Becker of the United States Court of Appeals for the Third
Circuit.
Hamilton is a graduate of Vanderbilt University summa
cum laude, having earned a Bachelor’s Degree. She
graduated with high honors from Pennsylvania State
University, where she earned a Master’s Degree in English,
fiction writing, and philosophy. Hamilton earned her
Jurisprudence Degree from the University of Pennsylvania
School of Law. She graduated magna cum laude. At the
University of Pennsylvania, Marci served as Editor-in-Chief
of The University of Pennsylvania Law Review.

The Freethought Society has arranged for supporters, friends,
and readers of this ezine to receive a special discount rate to
tour the Museum of the American Revolution on
Saturday, May 4, 2019. The group rate tickets can only be
purchased in advance through Eventbrite. The price for the
tour is only $15 and includes a one-hour guided tour of the
museum highlights. The tour starts promptly at 10:00 AM.
The museum location is:
101 South 3rd Street
Philadelphia, PA
A convenient parking
garage is located on 2nd
Street between Market and
Chestnut Streets.
Add more fun to your day by enjoying lunch at The City
Tavern (138 South 2nd Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania), designed to appeal to Thomas Paine enthusiasts.
The pre-ticketed luncheon starts at Noon and will
include speakers Gary Berton and Zenos Frudakis.
Thomas Paine (portrayed by Julien Musolino) and
Madame Marguerite de Bonneville (portrayed by
Margaret Downey) will welcome everyone to a private
dining room at The City Tavern, which was the site of the
George Washington pre-inaugural ball.
The price of the luncheon is only $40 and includes tax
and gratuities. Choose between Salmon or Turkey Pot Pie as
the first course and soup or salad as the second course. Meal
includes fresh baked breads, dessert, coffee and/or hot tea.
Vegetarian options are available.
After lunch, please plan to extend the party atmosphere
with a mini walking tour where you will see many sites and
items related to Thomas Paine.
Please visit the Eventbrite link below to make your
reservation and pre-pay for your tour and/or luncheon tickets.
Tour reservations and seating for the luncheon are limited.
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/museum-of-americanrevolution-tour-and-lunch-with-freethought-societytickets-55928245889

The Freethought Society (FS) promotes freedom of thought, expression, and choice. FS also advocates separation of religion
and government. FS publishes The Freethought Society News every other month. The publication is delivered as an ezine via
email and is complimentary to supporters, donors, like-minded individuals and those who are interested in learning more
about freedom of thought.
Monthly events take place in locations across the United States, with emphasis in the tristate area of Pennsylvania,
Delaware, New Jersey as well as Southern California. FS activities and services depend on financial contributions from
supporters. Funds may be sent using this form or via the FS website (www.FtSociety.org/donate/). All contributions to FS are
tax-deductible to the fullest extent of the law (Tax ID Number: 23-2738574). Please donate generously.
Yes! I would like to:
( ) become a supporter / renew support of FS (Please enclose checks payable to the Freethought Society):
$30 Individual Supporter
$40 Family Supporter
$20 Student
$1,000 Supporter for a Lifetime
( ) become a “Freethought Star” by setting up an automatic monthly donation to FS from my bank or through
PayPal in the amount of (circle one): $5 $10 $15 $20 $25 $30 $35 $40 $45 $50 $55 $_____other (per month)
( ) earmark a donation to (insert project, event or committee name): _____________________________________________
Name: ______________________________________________________________________________________________
Street Address: _______________________________________________________________________________________
City, State and Zip: ____________________________________________________________________________________
Email Address: _______________________________________________________________________________________
Phone: ___________________________________________Cell: _______________________________________________
( ) Check here if you prefer your sponsorship to remain anonymous.
FS will send a complimentary ezine (or hard copy upon request) to potential supporters. Please provide contact information
for anyone who might be interested in receiving an FS publication.
Name: ______________________________________Email: __________________________________________________
Mail this form to: Freethought Society, P.O. Box 242, Pocopson, PA 19366
Scan and email this form to: Ezine@FtSociety.org

Volunteer Opportunities Through the Freethought Society
Supporters of the Freethought Society (FS) often want to do more than just donating money. Listed below are various
committees organized by FS. The committees are designed to fulfill the mission, goals and vision of FS. We assist nontheists,
educate the public about nontheism, and provide social opportunities where like-minded individuals can meet, socialize and
share ideas. Please see the FS website or contact FS to volunteer at: volunteers@FtSociety.org.
Anti-Discrimination Educational Committee
(nontheism explained in classroom settings)
Anti-Discrimination Support Network
(assist Secular Coalition for America gathering reports)
Community Outreach
(locate tabling opportunities)
Diversity Outreach Committee
(brainstorming about and developing programs
to appeal to minorities)
Free Speech Zone Committee
(research and implement displays in public venues)
Helping Hands
(provides helpers to seniors in emergency situations)
Jump into the Jean Pool
(collection of jeans for the homeless)
Meetup Committee
(social events and improving online communications)

Monthly Meeting Coordinators
(schedule and manage speakers and venues)
Secular Celebrations
(develop, organize, and implement
new nontheist celebrations)
Speakers Bureau
(provide FS a resume, photo and speech subjects/titles)
Special Events
(coordinate unique events of interest to nontheists)
Sole Searching
(collection of athletic shoes for donation to the homeless)
Thomas Paine Memorial Committee
(assist with assemblies, city proclamations,
and work on themed events)
Tree of Knowledge/Winter Display Committee
(make ornaments, find venues, write articles,
and support the winter symbol concept nationwide)

